
 

Movement of Matter 

 

Overview 

Standards 
5-LS2-1 
W.3.2; 4.2; 5.2 

Time 
1 Day  45-60 minutes 

Materials 
2-3 Lux Blox STEAM Accelerator kits 
craft sticks 
paper & pencil 
 

Objective    

   Develop a model to explain the movement of matter in a food chain. 

 

Directions 
 

 

Explore Food Chains 
Time: 45-60 minutes 

Overview 

Students will build and model the movement of matter among organisms in a food chain. 

 Preparation 
● Gather text and image resources for students to research food chains to create. 
● Divide up an assortment of the Lux Blox materials for each group into bins, trays, or bags. 

Place the remaining materials in a central location. 
● Place students in groups of 2-4 based on class size and materials available. 

 

Teaching Ideas 
1. Pass out blank paper to each student. Provide resources and pictures for students to 

draw a food chain with 3-4 organisms starting with a plant. 

2. Ask: What does a food chain represent? (It shows what eats what. It shows how matter 

and energy move from one organism to another.) What is a food chain not able to show? 

(All the organisms within an ecosystem are linked. How much energy or matter is 

transferred.) 

3. Say: Today we are going to make a model of a food chain so we can understand how 

matter moves within the environment. 

4. Place students into groups of 3-4 and pass out an initial small set of Lux Blox. 



 

5. Ask: What is the first type of organism in our food chains? (plants) Where do plants get 

their food? (They make it using matter from the environment and energy from the sun.) 

6. Say: Using these materials, your first task is to make a simple model of a plant. Use the 

pictures and your drawings to help aid your designs. 

7. Assist students as they get familiar with the materials. 

8. Say: Now that your plant models are complete, look at the food chain models in your 

group and decide which one you want to recreate using the materials provided. I will pass 

out additional pieces for you to create a model of the next organism in your food chain. 

9. Pass out additional pieces for students to create the next organism. 

10. Ask: What happens when a caterpillar eats the leaves of a plant? (The caterpillar grows.) 

11. Say: Some animals eat all of a plant, like cows,  and some only eat parts of one, like a 

caterpillar. Decide in your group how much your animal eats. Then, take apart your plant 

and add the pieces to help your animal grow. 

12.  Ask: Where did the plant matter go that you took apart? (To the animal to help it grow.) 
Where else does the plant matter go in ecosystems? (It can die and decompose. It can be 
excreted out the body of the animal and be decomposed.) Introduce decomposers if 
students are unfamiliar. 

13. Have students identify the next animal in their food chains and repeat the steps. Provide 
additional pieces for students to complete their food chains. 

Wrap-Up 
● Use the following questions to make sense of the interactions they are demonstrating 

with their models. Decide which questions you want to ask in whole group, small groups, 
and as individual reflections. 

○ Which type of organism is at the beginning of a food chain? (plants) 
○ Which type of organism helps return the matter from an organism back to the 

environment? (decomposers) 
○ How does matter move from one organism to another in a food chain? (One 

animal eats another animal or plant and that matter is used in different ways to 
help the animal grow and survive.) 

○ What might happen if a new animal that eats the same food as another is 
introduced to the same ecosystem? (There may not be enough food for both to 
grow and survive. One of the animal groups may find other food sources or a 
new location.) 

○ What might happen if there was a drought that affected many plants in an 
ecosystem? (Without water the plants cannot make enough food to grow 
healthfully. The animals that eat those plants might not find enough food to grow 
and survive.) 

 


